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Abstract – A method is proposed for increasing the
spatial resolution of gridded data with a special
emphasis in climatology. Given a set of gridded data at
low spatial resolution, and assuming the existence of
other data sets at better resolutions, the method takes
advantage of these additional information. It extracts the
high frequencies from the other sets, infers the searched
high frequencies from these and performs a synthesis of
the initial data at the better resolution available in the
data sets. The method is explained in the general case.
An application is performed that aims at synthesizing
worldwide maps of climatological values of the
atmospheric optical turbidity at a resolution of 5',
starting from an initial resolution of 160' of arc angle.
Keywords: Image processing, geo-information, image
fusion, multiresolution, climatology, ARSIS concept.
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Introduction

Gridded data in environment often result from application
of numerical models (e.g., weather models) or processing
of satellite images. Examples are climatological maps of
geophysical parameters, e.g., air temperature.
Such maps usually exhibit very large cell sizes, of order
of 1° of arc angle. There is a need to increase their spatial
resolution for further processing. One example is the need
to obtain a cell size close to the spatial representation
obtained by standard meteorological instruments at
ground level, i.e. 5' of arc angle. It then permits to fuse
ground measurements and gridded data, especially to
correct for bias observed in gridded data [1, 2].
The problem is that such climatological maps only exist
at low spatial resolution. A resampling of the maps at a
finer cell size does not actually increases the spatial
resolution of the data since no additional knowledge is
brought. Taking advantage of the availability of other data
sets of relevance to the parameter under concern, though
different, a method is proposed for the synthesis of the
initial gridded data at a higher resolution by the means of a
fusion process.
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Problem statement

Be a set of gridded data S(0)r0 available at a spatial
resolution r0 (taken here as equivalent to the cell size). S(0)
may be multi-modality. Let be other sets of gridded data
S(i)ri, i=1..N, exhibiting spatial resolution ri. The sets S(i)
are ranked by decreasing cell sizes, rN is the smallest cell
size (the highest spatial resolution). The sets S(i) can be
multi-modality.
It is assumed that S(i) and S(0) are geometrically aligned.
It is further assumed that each S(i)r can be associated to
S(0)r, that is a relation exists between these data sets for a
given resolution r.
The problem is the synthesis of S(0)rN.
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The ARSIS concept
general solution

and

the

The application of the ARSIS concept is one solution to
this problem. The acronym ARSIS stands for the French
"Amélioration de la Résolution Spatiale par Injection de
Structures", which means “spatial resolution enhancement
by injection of structures” [3, 4, 5].
Under this concept, it is considered that the missing
knowledge permitting to synthesize S(0)RN from S(0)r0, is
composed of the spatial high-frequencies (formally,
wavevectors) of S(0) comprised between [1/(2 r0), 1/(2 rN)].
This range of high frequencies (noted HF) is present in the
other data sets, e.g., S(i) exhibits frequencies in [1/(2 r0),
1/(2 ri)]. An appropriate modeling permits to synthesize the
searched S(0)HF from the known S(i)HF. Then the
application of a multi-scale model (MSM) constructs
S(0)rN, starting from S(0)r0 and using the estimated HF.
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Assessing S(0)HF

S(0)r0 does not exhibit frequencies greater than 1/(2 r0):
S(0)HFr = 0, for r < r0

(1)

Let note the multi-scale analysis process MSM. The
couple of information (S(i)r0, S(i)HFr0-ri) made of the
approximation of S(i) at resolution r0 and of the high
frequencies of S(i) in [1/(2 r0), 1/(2 ri)] is obtained by
applying the MSM to the data set S(i)ri:

(S(i)r0, S(i)HFr0-ri) = MSM(S(i)ri)

(2)

The MSM process may be the multi-resolution analysis
algorithm of Mallat [6] or Dutilleux [7, 8] or the generalized
Laplacian pyramid [9]. The MSM process is invertible and
the synthesis process is noted MSM -1
-1

S(i)ri = MSM (S(i)r0, S(i)HFr0-ri)

(3)

Assume that:

Figure 1. The set TLSRB at resolution 160'. June. The first
line is latitude 90 N, the last is 90 S. The first column is
longitude 180 W, the last is 180 E.

The atmospheric turbidity is a function of the amount of
(4) water vapor in the atmosphere. Within the NVAP (NASA
where F0 and ε0 are known, e.g., by statistical regression. Water Vapor Project), the NASA Langley Research Center
Note var(0) the fraction of variance in S(0)r0 explained by Atmospheric Sciences Data Center combined several
observations to construct world-wide maps of the content
F0(S(i)r0). If we write
of water vapor integrated over the total column [13]. The
S(0)r1* = MSM -1[S(0)r0, var(0) F0(S(i)HFr0-r1)]
(5) gridded data are available on the Internet [14]. The
where S(i)HFr0-r1 is obtained by applying MSM to S(i)ri, monthly mean value for each cell over the 10 years (198897) is computed (Fig. 2).
S(0)r1* is an estimation of S(0)r1.
Because the model F0 is not exact and was assessed at
another resolution r0 while applied to the interval [r1, r0],
S(0)r0 =F0(S(i)r0) + ε0

(S(0)r0*, S(0)HF* r0-r1) = MSM(S(0)r1*)

(6)

S(0)r0* is not equal to S(0)r0. It should be because the
fused product should be identical to the initial product at
resolution r0. One corrects for it by writing:
S(0)r1 = MSM -1(S(0)r0, S(0)HF* r0-r1)

(7)

The process is iterated. At each step and resolution ri,
are used the sources of data S(i) having a better resolution
than ri.
At the end of the process, S(0)rN is obtained that is an
approximation of the true but unknown gridded data. In
any case, this set better represents the reality than what
can be obtained by a resampling of S(0)r0.
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Figure 2. The map of water vapor amount for June.
The NVAP maps are re-mapped as above. The cells are
squared and have a size of 80' of arc angle. The relation
between TLSRB and NVAP (in mm) was assessed over land
at resolution 160' by linear regression (Table 1):
TLSRB = a ln NVAP + b

Application case

The amount of solar radiation available at ground level for
clear skies can be modeled by the means of the Linke
turbidity factor, a quantity characterizing the optical
turbidity of the atmosphere. There is a need for world
climatological maps of the Linke turbidity factor (TL) with a
cell size of 5' (approx. 10 km at mid-latitude).
Gridded data are available that report monthly clear sky
irradiations (Staylor approximation). They are supplied by
the NASA-Langley Research Center, in the framework of
the Solar Radiation Budget Project SRB [10, 11]. From
these data, the TL can be computed [12].
The cell is an equal area cell everywhere of 280 x 280 km².
At mid-latitude, it corresponds to approximately 2.5 x 2.5
degrees² of arc angle. The twelve maps (one per month) of
TL were re-mapped using the canonical projection. This is
performed by the means of the spline bi-cubic operator. A
mirror technique is used for the edges. The cells are
squared and have a size of 160' of arc angle. This initial set
of maps is called the set TLSRB (Fig. 1).

(8)

Table 1. Parameters of Eq. 8
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

a
30.7235
31.312
26.8757
14.8917
3.3993
31.7095

b
-33.3767
-32.0650
-13.3799
35.4049
82.0606
-32.5927

Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

a
35.4256
-14.3931
5.0209
13.9920
25.1935
33.1209

b
-45.4808
152.9660
78.3512
37.5755
-10.5575
-42.3625

This data set NVAP is used for resolutions comprised
between 80' and 160' over land.
The third data set TLTMAP is composed of maps of the
TL, over the oceans only. They are computed from the
maps of aerosol optical depth at 630 µm for several years
(1985-99) found on the Web server of the Thermal
Modeling and Analysis Project (TMAP) at NOAA Pacific
Marine Environmental Laboratory [15]. The twelve maps
were re-mapped as above. The cells are squared and have
a size of 80' of arc angle. This data set is used for
resolutions 80' to 160' over the oceans.
The fourth data set is a worldwide digital terrain model
with a cell size of 5' (Fig. 3, shown at 20' for the sake of
space) [16]. This data set is used from resolution 5' to 80'.

By application of the method described above, one
obtains twelve maps of the parameter TL with a cell size of
5' (Fig. 4, shown at 20'). Here, we used the MSM of [8].
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Conclusions

The ARSIS concept has mostly been used with images at
high or very high spatial resolution. The present study
demonstrates its potentials in climatology. By the means of
a fusion process, it has been possible to synthesize
climatological maps of the atmospheric turbidity at a much
finer resolution than the initial one.
The standard implementations of the ARSIS concept,
and especially the Inter-Modality Models (IMM), apply to
the high frequencies [4, 5]. Here, the IMM is assessed on
the approximations themselves; the HRIMM (High
Resolution IMM) is applied on the high frequencies.
Another innovation in this implementation is its iterative
process: at each resolution, two synthesis are performed.
They are separated by an analysis process and a
substitution of the analysis results by the fused product
obtained at the previous resolution. In current
implementations, the HRIMM replicates the model IMM
and comprises only one synthesis. This approach was
selected here to ensure that i) the fused product is equal to
the initial one once resampled to the initial resolution and
ii) the intensity of injected high frequencies is reasonable
in order to avoid spatial artifacts.
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Figure 3. The digital terrain model at 20'. Black: low elevation; white: large elevation.

Figure 4. The synthesized map TL20 at resolution 20' for June.

